A wireless reversing aid is now available for your travel trailer, destination trailer, toy hauler, 5th wheel or C-Class motorhome. Finally, you can accurately gauge how far to continue reversing with our exclusive “Talking” collision avoidance system. No more guessing, you will hear a voice count down the distance from 12 feet down to 12 inches helping you prevent backup accidents. Let our system “Tell” you the distance and back up with confidence.

**FEATURES**

- Four **Heavy duty stainless steel sensors**: anti-impact, rust, and water proof, operating in various environments.
- Detection range from 12 feet to 12 inches.
- **Voice distance indicator [VDI]**: Verbally alerts the driver in a clear voice the distance in feet and inches of approaching persons and/or obstacles while backing up.
- Built in "Blind Area Alert" warns the driver of obstacles that may move through the path of the sensor or may have fallen into blind area behind your vehicle.
- **Wireless linking**: wireless communication between rear sensors and front speaker unit, reduces installation time to minimum.